The Future is Bright

Brightfields New England 2019
Manchester, NH

NJIT TAB partnered with Brownfield Listings (cohost), along with USEPA (Headquarters and Region 1) to provide an illuminating and action-packed Brightfields Boot Camp in Manchester, New Hampshire. The event took place July 23, 2019 and included educational programming by the industry’s top experts and policymakers, as well as a dynamic, interactive networking forum, known as the Solar Market Mixer, matching brownfield property owners and communities with solar developers.

The event came to life as participants shook hands and explored the solar development of brownfield sites in the region and beyond. The Solar Market Mixer’s face-to-face format connected the two sides of potential solar projects directly with each other for a rare chance to engage multiple potential deal partners in person. There were approximately 150 people registered for the event.

NJIT TAB assisted in planning and promoting the boot camp (identifying speakers, and assisting with marketing efforts). Elizabeth Limbrick, of NJIT TAB was a featured speaker at the event covering “Brownfield and Brightfields Basics” as well as “Public Resources and Technical Assistance”.

NJIT TAB also participated in the Solar Market Mixer, meeting with brownfield property owners to provide information on the NJIT TAB program and other brownfield resources.